
Aspire Systems and Sauce Labs Partner to
Accelerate Continuous Testing for Large
Enterprises
Aspire’s Quality Engineering Got a
Continuous Testing Boost with Sauce
Labs Partnership!

SAN JOSE, CA, USA, June 19, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Aspire Systems, a
global provider of technology services,
today announced its partnership with
Sauce Labs, world’s leading provider of
Continuous Testing Cloud for manual &
automated testing across hundreds of
browsers and thousands of mobile
devices.  Aspire has two decades of
experience in building and modernizing
custom, agile products to support end to
end Continuous Delivery. Sauce Labs
and Aspire Systems enable enterprises
to augment their Continuous Delivery efforts and accelerate their journey towards the organization’s
DevOps Pipeline Automation goals.

Aspire’s Integrated Test Automation Solution, AFTA (Aspire Framework for Test Automation)  can

As customers increasingly
adopt continuous testing, it’s
important that we work with
skilled partners that have the
right technical expertise to
implement comprehensive
DevOps & automation
strategies.”

John Coyle, Vice President,
Business Development,

Sauce Labs

integrate seamlessly with Sauce Labs and significantly reduce
Test Automation efforts enabling companies to release faster
and become more competitive.

“We’re excited to partner with Sauce Labs as it will allow us to
enable our customers to move their test automation on cloud
and also meet the ever growing challenge of multi-
platform/device testing” said Janaki Jayachandran, Vice
President - Testing from Aspire Systems.

The partnership will combine Sauce Labs’ leading continuous
testing cloud service with Aspire’s DevOps and automation
expertise to help customers implement comprehensive test
automation strategies that improve the quality of their
applications and increase the speed at which they deliver new

features.

“As customers increasingly adopt continuous testing, it’s important that we work with skilled partners
that have the right technical expertise to help enterprises implement comprehensive DevOps and

http://www.einpresswire.com


automation strategies.  Aspire fits that to a tee” said John Coyle, Vice President, Business
Development, Sauce Labs.   “They have a deep bench of automation experts and a long history of
making customers successful.  We look forward to building a long and lasting partnership with Aspire.”

Aspire and Sauce Labs will be conducting joint marketing events in the near future to highlight the
partnership and the value of continuous testing.

Visit us at Selenium Conf in Bangalore, India June 28 - 30, 2018.  https://2018.seleniumconf.in/

ABOUT ASPIRE SYSTEMS
Aspire Systems, with its APAC headquarters in Singapore, is a global technology services firm, with
technology expertise in Enterprise Solutions, Digital Services, Software Engineering, Testing and
Infrastructure services. They work with some of the world’s most innovative enterprises and
independent software vendors, helping them leverage technology and outsourcing in their specific
areas of expertise. The company currently has over 2,400 employees, 150+ customers globally and is
CMMI Level 3 certified. They also have a growing presence in the US, UK, India, Middle East, Asia-
Pacific and Europe. For the eighth time in a row, Aspire has been selected as ‘Best Companies to
Work For’ by the Great Place to Work® Institute. Visit www.aspiresys.com

ABOUT SAUCE LABS
Sauce Labs ensures the world’s leading apps and websites work flawlessly on every browser, OS and
device. Its award-winning Continuous Testing Cloud provides development and quality teams with
instant access to the test coverage, scalability, and analytics they need to deliver a flawless digital
experience.  Visit saucelabs.com
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